
Dear attendees of the 2019 BHS Meeting!

Good to see that you decided to come to our meeting in Ostend. Good to 
see you again then.

I would like to call for papers or presentations, to moderate a workshop. 
You may also bring interesting optics with you that we can exhibit during 
the meeting.

Our meetings live on informal mutual exchange of ideas as well as on 
letting others participate in our special knowledge we have gathered 
and researched. For the first time, we would like to have workshops 
(Sunday morning).

Your speech should not be longer than 30 minutes plus some time for 
discussion. We are open to all topics. Your talk should be either in 
English or in German; if you prefer English, we would like to have a 
translation into German which can be presented on a second screen. 
When needed, someone of the conference team will help to translate 
your text.
A workshop should take about 90 minutes, and be moderated in English, 
but also possibly be attended by German speaking people (maybe 2 
moderators can share English and German language parts).

Please, name a (provisional working) title of your lecture and, if 
possible, give an abstract. The deadline is March, 30th.

We already received some proposals for lectures so that 
depending on the number of offered lectures, please understand that 
the conference team will have to make some selection. We still need 
proposals for workshops and moderators for these.

There is a lockable room for our presentations and displayed optics in 
the conference hotel so that these are secured.

I am looking forward to hearing from you

Uli Zeun

webmaster@monocular.info
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